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Abstract. The present article represents a survey of the literature concerning the cult associations from 
the northern shore of the Black Sea, from the early publications, to the most recent works. The endeavour 
tries to draw not only on the evolution of the research, but also to bring up some of the inscriptions 
which have been edited. The need for such an approach lies in the rich bibliographical publications from 
the last decades, but also in the rich information they provide, and in the advantage of placing/ and 
contextualising it in the larger research.

Rezumat. Articolul de față își propune să examineze literatura privitoare la asociațiile de cult atestate pe 
litoralul nordic al Mării Negre, de la publicațiile de început, până la cele mai recente lucrări. Inițiativa are 
ca scop să traseze nu doar evoluția cercetării, ci și să aducă în discuție unele dintre inscripțiile care au 
fost editate. Necesitatea unei astfel de abordări e dată de bogatele apariții bibliografice din ultimele 
decade, dar și de conținutul informațional abundant pe care îl pun la dispoziție, precum și de avantajul 
contextualizării acestora în orizontul mai larg al cercetării.
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The private associations have been researched beginning with the 18th century (especially from a juridical perspective), but it is only at the end of the 19th century, that the topic became more popular, and this due to the publishing of the epigraphic corpora. Along with the publishing of the corpora, at the end of the 19th century, and at the beginning of the
20th century, the associative movements were in full development in Europe, therefore the interest for this topic is to be understood also through the social movements of that time. If at the beginning the topic was approached from a more general perspective, in the last decades the research started to narrow down to specific research topics, and to a variety of geographical areas; thus, some works have focused on the associations from a specific geographical area, or they focused on some specific types of associations, while others focused on specific issues related to the topic. Among the works which set the grounds of the research we mention those of Paul Foucart, Erich Ziebarth and Franz Poland, even though the latter was the subject of M. Rostovtzeff critique who considered that „the treatment of the corporations in existing works is wholly inadequate, being merely systematic and not historical”. Since those early researches, the methodology changed, and it was the subject of many interpretations.

While both the associations from the Greek East and the Latin West were the object of research, due to the quality and quantity of information, researchers focused on Athens, Delos, Rhodes, Asia Minor, but also on Rome and the Roman provinces, in an attempt to reconstruct the puzzling associative universe of antiquity. Besides dealing with cult associations, the research also included the professional associations, which did not usually lack a religious component, and which were also highly present in the ancient world.

The number of inscriptions from the area of our present focus is 113, which represents a majority of 48.91% from the overall number of associations attested in the Greek cities of the
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Out of these 113 inscriptions there are only two professional association attested, the rest being cult associations. From a chronological perspective, only Olbia provides evidence of associations coming from the Classical period, while from Pantikapaion and Tanais we have attestations from the Hellenistic period, but it is in the Roman period that we observe an associative bloom.

Besides the 19th and the early 20th centuries monographic works which address in a unifying manner the associations from all the Greek world, we have only a few articles which try to synthesize the information on the associations of the northern Black Sea. Most of the information derives from newly published inscriptions related to associations, which the editors contextualise. Among these early works, there was a position which considered that the associations from the Bosporus were part of the same association, fact which lacks clarity and truthfulness when one is confronted with the inscriptions. Understanding the associative phenomenon in its complexity, and placing it in a geographical and chronological context came later, especially in the second half of the 20th century, and in the 21st century, after the publishing of IOSPE I and CIRB.

Both the works which fall under the category of early works, and those which fall under the category of more recent works tend to cover especially information regarding the widely disputed cult of Theos Hypsistos, along with the characteristic of the divinity. When addressing the issues of Theos Hypsistos and the associations devoted to him, one of the reference points is the monograph of Yulia Ustinova. The book is a study of religion in the
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complex Bosporan Kingdom, where local and Greek religions intertwine. In this setting, the author focuses only partially on cult associations, as manifestations of the cult of Theos Hypsistos. Among others, her contribution concerning the study of associations consists in suggesting that despite the fact that in Tanais there were associations with different names which existed simultaneously, they were part of the same type of organisation, which explains the occurrence of some individuals in associations which bear four different names. The author also tried to provide an outlook on the internal hierarchy of the associations and their particularities, the order of acquiring it, as well as the observation that no officials were demoted. Regarding the number of members, Ustinova sees in the integration of the male citizens in the associations devoted to Theos Hypsistos the Iranian tradition of warrior societies, since the associations might have „served as military divisions of the city”, which might be also seen in their care for fitness as pointed by the offices of γυμνασίαρχος and νεανισκάρχης. The familial language used to name several offices among the associations of the northern Black Sea have been discussed besides Ustinova also by Avram, Harland, and Pázsint; two of the offices (μάτηρ, and πατήρ) are seemingly honorific positions, and together with the appellative ἀδελφός, they seem to bring a certain degree of familiarity among the members. At Tanais, the inscriptions differentiate between ἀδελφοὶ and εἰσποιητοὶ ἀδελφοὶ σεβόμενοι, which is to be explained, according to Zhebelyov, through the prior existence of family members inside the association.

Besides the publications of Ustinova, and some publications of other researchers, the works of N.V. Zavoykina complete the outlook on the associations coming from the Bosporus. The author’s interest has culminated in a monograph, which covers the topic from the 1st to the 3rd century AD. The main contribution of her book represents the interpretation of the associations in relation to the monarchy. The work is structured in two parts, the first is a geographical epigraphic interpretation, while the second approaches the topic from the relation with the monarchical power. The annexes include an epigraphic
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corpus with the corresponding texts, some reinterpreted in a disputed manner,\(^{47}\) and a complete list of the citizens of Tanais (570).\(^{48}\) The key points of her book are: a) the categorisation of associations in religious associations, associations based on age, associations based on comradeship, and professional associations; b) the interpretation of associations as keepers and promoters of the *polis*’ values. Besides her works which are synthetized in the volume, most publications which discuss aspects regarding the associations are publications of new inscriptions, which contextualize the topic.

Another important contribution is the publication signed by R.S. Ascough, P.A. Harland, and John S. Kloppenborg, who gathered a corpus of inscriptions, papyri and literary references on the private associations from the „Greco—Roman” world, the sourcebook being geographically structured. For the Bosporan Kingdom the evidence brought forward is rather scanty, comprising only ten inscriptions, and lacking any comments on the informational content, but providing bibliographical reference for each inscription. P.A. Harland\(^{49}\) continued the series by publishing another volume of inscriptions, this time coming only from the northern shore of the Black Sea and Asia Minor and pertaining to the associations, and this time providing commentaries to the inscriptions, as well as a comprehensive bibliographical list. Neither this time did the author include all the inscriptions, only five were from the north while the rest were from Asia Minor. Even so, the volume is a useful research tool, which provides the grounds for anyone interested in this subject. Complementary to the volume is also the web page ‘Associations in the Greco—Roman World (AGRW)’\(^{50}\), administered by the same scholar, and which comprises not only the inscriptions which were already published in the volumes, but also those which were not, being frequently updated. The usefulness of the page consists in gathering in a single space the thematic inscriptions, with the corresponding bibliography as well as in the existence of research filters, and specific sections, which allow the user to browse based on a variety of items. Both approaches provide a valuable input to the research, being a point of reference for anyone who is interested in discovering the world of private associations.

**Close-up look on some inscriptions**

Not many new inscriptions have been published in the last years regarding cult associations, therefore in the following lines we will address those inscriptions which either bring important contributions to the topic, or they bring interpretations of already published inscriptions, or inscriptions which bring a wider perspective on the informational content.

\(^{47}\) ZAVOYKINA 2013a, 252–267.
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\(^{50}\) Associations in the Greco-Roman World (AGRW) — philipharland.com/greco-roman-associations.
The evidence from Tanais is rich, attesting a significant number of associations and the most numerous members.\(^{51}\) Among the published inscriptions from Tanais we have three which were initially published by Askold Ivantchik,\(^{52}\) and then republished by Alexandru Avram.\(^{53}\) The main contribution has been the dating of the inscriptions to the Hellenistic period, important aspect since the epigraphic evidence up to then pointed only to a Roman period dating. At the same time, the identification of the worshipped divinity is also an important aspect: as opposed to Ivantchik, the editor of the inscription who believes that the divinity might be Theos Hypsistos, or the river God Tanais, Avram brings forward another possible divinity: Dionysos. However, the interpretation is not certain since up to this day we have no attestations of associations devoted to Dionysos in the cities north of the Black Sea, and this neither in the Hellenistic, nor in the Roman times. The fragmentary state of the inscription made the latter author ponder on the character of the association, which he believes might have even been public, not private. The inscription is important also due to the fact that it mentions the position of νεωκόρος inside associations, which is uncommon, especially in the Hellenistic age.\(^{54}\) This series of inscriptions also possibly show that the position of ἐλληνάρχης dated from the Hellenistic period, and not from the Roman period.\(^{55}\)

Professional associations are also attested in Gorgippia and Chersonesos Taurike, but the example coming from Gorgippia illustrates for sure an association (θέασος ναυκλήρων) which had also a religious component, and which is very well represented. Based on the already existing ἀλβα, Saprykin\(^{56}\) assigned the text of an inscription published in 1986 to a θέασος ναυκλήρων, completing the outlook on this type of association. The presence of a professional association at Gorgippia is not surprising considering the importance of the wheat trade for the city. The choice of Poseidon as patron of the association is to be understood in connection with the profession they practice: being a ναύκληρος implied sea-related dangers, which could be appeased by worshipping the god of the sea. In the Bosporan Kingdom, Poseidon was an important divinity not only due to the economic activities carried out through the help of the sea, but also due to the fact that the kings saw themselves as related to the god.\(^{57}\) Interesting in this case is the mentioning of several officials as members of the association (the governor
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of Gorgippia was the συναγωγός, and the manager of the royal land was the ἱερεύς, with other members of the elite as members,\(^{58}\) such as commanders and administrators.

Besides Tanais, and Gorgippia, Pantikapaion also attests a great number of associations and members. As opposed to Tanais, the inscriptions from Pantikapaion concerning associations are mostly funerary, only two being votive.\(^{59}\) It is here that we find a spectacular inscription found in 1894, published a few decades later,\(^{60}\) and recently reassessed\(^{61}\) the inscription records a posthumous honorific text inscribed on a golden frontlet of a crown. The crown was offered to Ἰούλιος Καλλισθένης, who was a παραρφιλάγαθος inside an unknown type of association.\(^{62}\) Besides occupying this private office, the character was possibly also part of the military personnel, and, most importantly, he was, according to the editor, a respected member of Pantikapaion’s elite, being part of a Hellenized Sarmatian family.\(^{63}\) The publishing of the inscription is significant because it provides one more example of the variety of social statuses among the members of associations, and in this particular case we see that despite being an important member of the society, the individual did not have the most important position inside the association, being however honoured with a διὰ βίου position. Therefore, Ἰούλιος Καλλισθένης joins in social standing other members such as Δάφνος son of Ψυχαρίων,\(^{64}\) and Ἰούλιος son of Σαμβίων,\(^{65}\) both occupying a position inside the royal administration. The inscription is also valuable for its information on the internal hierarchy, which lacks the uniformity of Tanais’ associations.\(^{66}\)

Three inscriptions which are not part of the epigraphic corpus of Phanagoria are worth mentioning: one was written on a reused monument, which at first was used as a building inscription belonging to the temple of Herakles, and later on used as a funerary inscription of an individual named Πάλος, who was a member of an association grouped around a priest Δάδας, son of Καλλίων.\(^{67}\) The inscription per se does not bring much information on the characteristics of the associations (the editors assume the mention of a σύνοδος), but it brings out some rarer aspects, such as the existence of the position ἱερομάστωρ which is attested twice at Phanagoria,\(^{68}\) and which might be regarded as the person in charge of performing the sacrifices.\(^{69}\) From an onomastic perspective, almost all of the personal names are Greek,
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however with one being Scythian (Πάλος). Published a few years later was another inscription which was considered by the editors,70 as registering the existence of a cult association71 (gathered around a certain Ὄμψαλακος) with lower social status members (slaves, freedmen); assumption based on the lack of patronymics and on the quality of the text, and of the monument.72 The third inscriptions was published in 2016,73 and just as the latter inscription it has some linguistic particularities, it is a very succinct epitaph which records only two types of positions (ἱερεύς, φιλάγαθος) and it points to the existence inside the associations of both locals and Greeks, and of citizens and non-citizens.74 Overall, the number of inscriptions coming from Phanagoreia is small (7), therefore the publishing of these two inscriptions is fundamental in reconstructing parts of the associative phenomenon in this city. These two inscriptions point that the juridical status of the individuals in the associations could be heterogenic, if the first attests the membership of citizens,75 the second attests the presence of possible slaves or freedmen, while the third points to citizens and non-citizens. In what concerns the internal structure, we have in Phanagoreia a more uncommon position, that of ιερομάστωρ, which is recorded only here and in its surrounding area.

At Olbia even though the associations are attested from an early time, the finds are limited to only five inscriptions. One of the inscriptions76 which was discussed by Jeanne and Louis Robert,77 and more recently by Vladimir F. Stolba,78 gets our attention due to its uniqueness; it attests an association which records members coming from two families: seven of the members are the sons of Λεωκράτης, while other four individuals are relatives (son and grandsons) of Λεωπρέπης.79 The evidence comes from a fourth century statue dedicated to Zeus Soter, while the associations seem to worship a local hero named Heuresibios, who is said to have liberated Olbia from a tyrant.80 The family members are priests among the θίασος, but they probably did not occupy the position simultaneously.81 The presence of family members among associations is not uncommon, rather it is a defining characteristic of the associative phenomenon in the Greek cities of the Black Sea.
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77 ROBERT, ROBERT 1959, 216, n. 270.
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80 STOLBA 20133, 299.
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From Myrmekion (or Pantikapaion) there is a sole fragmentary inscription,82 which sets light on the positions inside associations and their reflection of the Greek modus vivendi; a νεανισκάρχης is mentioned, and its attestation supports along with the position of γυμνασίαρχος the idea according to which some of the Bosporan associations tried to maintain the Greek culture and traditions through the physical education of the youth.83 These positions are more common in the inscriptions from Tanais than Pantikapaion due to the fact that the latter are funerary inscriptions.84

Among the few inscriptions from Sudak there is one edited by Saprykin and Baranov,85 which according to the SEG editors register a list of members of an association.86 The inscription is rather fragmentary, and even though the first editors proposed a possible reconstruction of the text, they excluded the possibility of it recording an association. The personal names which appear are frequently attested among the members of private associations from the area, but at the same time these personal names (Πάπας,87 Φαρνάκης,88 Φαρνακίων89) are common for the geographical space under focus, just as the editors sustain themselves.90 Consequently, we take the same position as the editors, being reluctant to the interpretation provided in the SEG.

As follows, the inscriptions brought under discussion confirm the rooting of the professional and cult associations in the Greek cities situated on the northern shore of the Black Sea, most of them coming from the Bosporan Kingdom, and with an exception most are attested in the Roman period. The associations from this area cannot be analysed as a whole since due to the particularities of each cities, they revealed characteristics of their own, especially regarding the type of association developed, their internal structure, as well as the juridical status of the members. As we can see most of the discussion has been focused on classifying the associations, and on trying to understand their connectivity, as well as their different internal structure. Naturally, the intricate nature of the cult and of the divinities worshipped by the members of the associations was also an important part of the discourse.

82 CIRB 870 = IosPE II 58.
84 SAPRYKIN, CHEVELYOV 1996, 163–164.
86 SEG 45 1017.
87 69 hits in the clas-lgpn2.classics.ox.ac.uk database.
88 142 hits in the clas-lgpn2.classics.ox.ac.uk database.
89 55 hits in the clas-lgpn2.classics.ox.ac.uk database.
90 SAPRYKIN, BARANOV 1997, 251–252.
Contextualisation in the wider research on cult associations

From an epigraphic perspective one can see that compared to other geographical areas, such as Asia Minor, or the western Roman Provinces, the professional associations are a much lighter presence. As the literature points out, the cult associations from this area are of a wide variety, including among its members not only citizens, but also non-citizens, and possibly slaves or freedmen, which is a feature characteristic for the associations from the other areas as well. Overall, following the contribution brought by all researchers, we now know that cult associations from the norther littoral of the Black Sea implied exclusive male membership, being associations mostly devoted to Theos Hypsistos (one of the two most important divinities in the Bosporan Kingdom), but also to divinities such as Aphrodite, Zeus and Hera Soteres, and lastly Poseidon. The associations in Tanais have some particularities which differentiate them from the ones in the rest of the Greek world, not to mention to those of the Roman west. First of all, they seem to be all dedicated to Theos Hypsistos, and they appear to comprise all free male among its members; another distinctive aspect being the internal hierarchy, which includes positions that are not to be found elsewhere, not even in the other cities of the Bosporan Kingdom. Specific for these associations is also the connection to the monarchy, which is visible not only through the dedications made in their honour, but also through the joining of some royal courtiers inside associations.

Conclusion

The research of cult associations has received greater attention in the last decades, and it focused on a wider variety of topics than in the early days. The associations coming from the northern shore of the Black Sea are mostly cultic, but the economic and geographic coordinates of the area have lead also to the existence of some professional associations. Most of the early works focus on distinguishing the character of the worshipped divinity, but the most recent ones try to tackle various aspects regarding the associations, such as the reason of their creation, the internal structure, the characters involved and their connection to the monarchy. Despite of the publishing of disparate works, which are generally based on the information around new inscriptions, the area has been thoroughly researched, and its characteristics and particularities have been brought to light, revelling a series of similarities with the associations from the western and southern coast (i.e. the heterogenic social and juridical composition of the members, the interaction with the elite), but also dissimilarities which are influenced by the political and social evolution of the area.

91 For Pantikapaion see ZAVOYKINA 2013a, 73–75.
92 USTINOVA 1999, 184.
93 USTINOVA 1999, 184.
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